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ABSTRACT
“Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high
Where knowledge is free
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments
By narrow domestic walls”
- Rabindranath Tagore

Humans are biogenetically programmed to co-exist in harmony with other
organic species on the planet, delicately balanced within the cycle. However,
over time, we have established ourselves as a pre-dominant species, while
assigning subservient roles to other members of the flora and fauna family.
Our human environments have gradually become self-destructive while
simultaneously disturbing the proportions of nature. This causes us physical
discomfort on a daily basis that ultimately results in degenerated bodily health
and mental disorders such as depression, stress etc.
Although long distanced from our existential habitats of the wild nestled within
nature, our Biophilic needs are genetically intrinsic and as important as eating,
sleeping, interacting socially etc.; we constantly seek ways to re-immerse
ourselves in nature. One such Biophilic bond that has primarily been explored
at a small scale is the animal-human bond.
A large percentage of species like humans, dogs and horses, have been
‘domesticated’ for many generations, but they still require spaces where they can
exhibit their natural behaviours and interact with other members of nature.
The key to resolving the daily existential problems of both humans and animals
may be this inter-species interaction in an environment where their varied natural
affiliations thrive. The design of such spaces would be guided by the knowledge
of the physical operations of their bodies – a habitat that rehabilitates the body,
enhances mental well-being and rejuvenates the spirit.
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This inter-species co-existential space would attribute equal importance to all
inhabitants, helping to formulate a symbiotic bond through which they learn from
one another, develop mutual respect and finally, heal each other.
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2. Project Review
2.1. Programme Analysis
2.2. Site Analysis: Location, Prevalent Socio-Economic
Conditions and Context

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Project Outline

This architectural research-design project explores how physical environment
can help to create a symbiotic healing bond between animals and humans that
inhabit these spaces and improve the well-being of their ‘mind’ by rejuvenating
the health of their ‘body’.
The healing centre therefore designed is to help heal persons battling with
mental disorders like depression as also dogs, horses and birds with physical
injuries, brought together on the basis of the medical theory of Animal-Assisted
Therapy (AAT). Architecturally, the physical form will be utilised as an apparatus
to compose environmental stimuli to engage multiple cognitive senses of the
inhabitants, thereby constructing a rich, invigorating sensory experience.
RESEARCH QUESTION

‘How can built form create invigorating
therapeutic spaces that people and animals can
inhabit symbiotically to heal each other?’

In humans, depression is one of the most globally prevalent mental disorders
while with animals, the natural growth of population has resulted in the increase
of animal abuse and the shortage of appropriate animal-care facilities. This
project is a healing centre that is a specialised Meld of physical spaces which
simultaneously address these two issues, enabling symbiotic healing and coinhabitancy of animals and humans to mend the Body, heal the Mind and uplift
the Spirit.
The project is located within the Highbrook Park in East Tamaki, Auckland and will
integrate a variety of recreational spaces, designed for highly energetic physical
activities, mind stimulation and meditation. It caters for approximately thirty
persons of varied age groups, twenty horses, thirty dogs and birds. The users
of these spaces are not merely the residents but also the general public, so that
the Healing Centre generates community activity while increasing awareness and
mitigating societal stigmas traditionally associated with rehabilitation institutions.
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Theoretically, the key professionals and academics whose works are the
foundation of the Project are Aubrey H. Fine and Boris M. Levinson in the field
of Animal-Assisted Therapy, Esther M. Sternberg in the field of human cognition,
perception and mental well-being and Jaime Jackson in the field of equine health
and the design of the ‘Paddock Paradise’.

2
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1.2

Background To Thesis

This project aims to be a joint resolution for two prevalent societal problems
namely:
 Depression.
 Rising need for animal welfare facilities.
Depression is one of the major mental ailments prevalent in New Zealand.
Statistics collated during a survey conducted in 2012-13 in New Zealand
demonstrated that one in six adults i.e. 16% of the total population have been
diagnosed with mental disorders such as depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety
disorders etc.1 These disorders are the third-leading cause for decline in health
and approximately 5% of the affected population, i.e. 242,000 persons find these
mental disorders physically disabling.2 Some of the major reasons for the onset
and recurrence of the Disorder are as follows:3
 Biochemical/Hormonal imbalance.
 Genetic.
 Exposure to environments of high stress or abuse.
 Sudden change/instability in the immediate environment due to loss
of family or friends, financial problems, childhood poverty, deprivation,
pregnancy or retirement.
 Illness, injury and weakness due to cancer, HIV, cardiovascular disease
etc. or physical ailments such as degenerative disorders, amputation or
paralysis.

Animal Assisted Therapy (AAT)/Animal Assisted Activity (AAA) is the medical
theory that utilises human-animal interaction in the form of physical activity to
generate a symbiotic healing process. Persons with Depression, Anxiety, PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), Bulimia and eating disorders, Post-Partum
Blues, Post-Retirement Depression etc., in spite of being physically healthy,
are unable to successfully manage their mental ailments. They can however
be rehabilitated by interacting with and caring for abandoned or injured dogs,
horses and birds.6
The facilitation of this bond is largely dependent on the physical environment that
they co-inhabit; it must cater to the comfort and sensory experiences of both
humans and animals, in addition to being functionally optimal.
Furthermore, a specialised complex with integrated medical facilities for both
humans and animals may help share emergency equipment and spaces to
enable compact multi-level supervision and specialised nursing.
This project explores how traditional institutional configurations such as the
‘single room’ largely associated with mental health institutions or the ‘cage’
associated with animal and bird shelters, can be redefined from being a place
of admission and restriction where one is apprehensive or fearful, to spaces of
health, rejuvenation and bliss.

The second most prevalent societal problem addressed in this project is the
natural rise in animal population leading to increasing cases of inadequate care
and abuse of domestic and stray animals. This, despite the Animal Welfare
Strategy and Amendment Bill undertaken by the government of New Zealand.4
Nevertheless, volunteer organisations such as HUHA (Helping You Help Animals),
NZ Bird Rescue and Gutter Kitties in Auckland5 are no-kill animal and bird shelters
promoting animal well-being and rehabilitation of injured and/or abused animals.
However, with the growing stray-animal/bird population, this Project explores an
alternative for rehabilitating animals and humans together in a common space,
united for a specific, interdependent purpose.
Mental Health Foundation of New Zealand, “Mental Health Foundation: Quick Facts and Stats
2014” accessed August 10, 2017. https://www.mentalhealth.org.nz/assets/Uploads/MHFQuick-facts-and-stats-FINAL.pdf
2
Ibid.
3
Mental Health Foundation of New Zealand, “Mental Health – Depression”, accessed August 26,
2017. http://www.mentalhealth.org.nz/get-help/a-z/resource/13/depression?gclid=CjwKEAjwlf_
MBRDU7f7nlqqcz0ESJAA_Bo_A-HGdrNyIDzeX1ReJ40dr--o1frGmL33WgikR0EQE8RoCqUHw_wcB_
4
Brendan Manning, “Animal cruelty on the rise”, NZ Herald, May, 2013. http://www.nzherald.
co.nz/rotorua-daily-post/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503438&objectid=110997355
Gutter Kitties, “Gutter Kitties”, accessed September 09, 2017. https://www.gutterkitties.co.nz
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6
Aubrey H. Fine ed., Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy: Theoretical Foundations and
Guidelines for Practice (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2010), 175.
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1.3

Aims and Objectives

The primary aim of this project is to design a healing centre with a balanced
spatial configuration that caters to varied anthropometric scales7 while
facilitating interdependent symbiotic healing between them. At the same time,
the composition of spatial elements must achieve the stipulated functional and
sanitary standards, in addition to constructing invigorating sensory stimulation
required for physical and mental rehabilitation.
OBJECTIVES
The primary design principles, that embody the Treatment Philosophy for
Depression to comprehensively treat the mind, body, spirit and ultimately the
soul,8 homogeneously applied to all users of the Healing Centre, can be
elucidated as follows:
Treat the Body in:
 Spaces that stimulate bodily health, while performing routine activities
using levels, surfaces, weights and heights to exercise and physically
strengthen both the human and animal patients.
 Comfortable environments for physical rehabilitation and fitness to
encourage appropriate joint movement and to recover from injuries.

 Facilitating social interaction and generating community involvement
to alleviate stigmas associated with mental disorders; directing social
energies towards a community space that can morph into different
configurations to accommodate a variety of events.
SITE OBJECTIVES
The selected site for this project is 100 Highbrook Drive, East Tamaki, Auckland
(Highbrook Park) and the primary objectives that will guide design and placement
on Site are as follows:
 Accessibility: To design a healing centre that; is easy to reach and use,
is visually accessible and encourages more people to seek help while
maintaining anonymity.
 Construct a Sense of Place: To design spaces that; sensitively reference
the historical context of the Site, respond to the local cultural norms
and to the landscape that it is nestled in and appropriately contrast the
existing urban context in terms of scale and mass.
 Sequential Spatial Construct: To construct a spatial journey with
gradual revelation of framed views, easily navigable thus reducing stress
for the users.

Treat the Mind in:
 Spaces that create a variety of sensory experiences by modulating light,
sound, temperature and olfactory stimuli while simultaneously engaging
all cognitive senses.
 An environment that facilitates animal-human interaction, in addition
to fulfilling mental needs of security, privacy, stability and distress
management.
Treat the Spirit by:
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 Inhabiting spaces that evoke a feeling of safety rather than of being
bound; redefining ‘enclosure’ and softening the physical boundaries of
the inside and the outside.
 Constantly interacting and co-existing with nature i.e. green landscape,
animals and birds within spaces that mitigate the fear of isolation for both
animal and human patients by establishing visual or acoustic connections.
 Providing physical stability with movement within physical elements of
spaces such as façades, roof, skin etc. to create a continued perception
of activity and to remove dullness, boredom and claustrophobia.
Anthropometric scales refer to the difference in the bodily dimensions of a human, a horse, a
dog and a bird and their varied spatial requirements and dimensions for ease of movement and
physical comfort.
8
Timberline Knolls, “Healing for the Mind, Body and Spirit” accessed April 01, 2017. http://www.
timberlineknolls.com/eating-disorder/.

7
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Thesis Concerns

For successful animal-human co-inhabitancy the following pragmatic issues will
have to be addressed:
 Sanitation and hygiene, differences in sensory tolerances of humans and
animals (light, sound and temperature) and the need for privacy for every
inhabitant; while developing a basic understanding of human and animal
perceptions and biochemical functioning.
 Prevention of injury to weakened animals and humans while mitigating
any possible hostile reactions to unfamiliar spaces.
 Analysis of how and to what extent physical environments can affect, alter
and heal the mental state of an individual/animal.
 Cultural Perceptions – The project will have to address how animals
are perceived in different cultures and cater for persons who require
therapy but are uncomfortable with physical proximity to animals. The
designed spaces will have to be sensitive to these differences, but
must simultaneously help to develop within the users, tolerance for coinhabitancy and symbiotic healing.

1.5

This Research Project is concerned with the treatment and rehabilitation of
persons and animals with non-contagious ailments. The location of the project
site is in the close vicinity of existing medical centres with complete surgical and
radiology equipment. It is open to the general public who can visit it on a daily
basis and not restricted to merely the residents.
The project is not a hospital complex but a centre for healing and rejuvenation. The
spatial programme caters only for basic medical aid equipment, with temporary
residential care units for a maximum period of ninety days. All medical procedures
requiring radiology, scanning, testing laboratories and surgeries will be referred
to and linked directly with existing medical facilities in the area.
The project only caters for dogs, horses and birds; these groups are compatible
with humans,9 are able to live in domesticated environments in close contact with
humans and can successfully co-exist with each other. Therefore, this project
does not cater for rehabilitation of wildlife species, although the adaptation of
this module is achievable.
The project is based on established medical theories and cognitive studies,
incorporated as such, without further speculation or research on the medical
aspects and thus, is within the confines and scope of the existing accessible
medical database.

9

8

Scope Of Thesis
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1.4

Refer to case studies in the Literature Review.

9

2. PROJECT REVIEW
2.1

Programme Analysis

The Healing Centre caters for the following potential users and inhabitants:
Persons seeking rehabilitation and rejuvenation:
Adults, elderly veterans, adolescents and children suffering
from mental disorders such as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder,
Depression, Anxiety, ADHD (Attention Deficient/Hyperactivity
Disorder) etc.
Persons with long-term ailments, degenerative disorders,
cardiovascular disorders.
Visitors: Family members, pets, researchers, students and the
public.
Animal patients:
Dogs: stray, abandoned, injured, paralysed, abused etc.
Retired or second career horses, abandoned farm horses etc.
Birds: injured birds for recovery and rehabilitation into the wild.
Medical professionals such as nursing staff, counsellors, physiotherapists,
veterinary professionals and volunteers.

Depression,
Post-Partum Blues

Eating disorders,
Anorexia, Bulimia, ADHD
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Physical Disability,
Amputation, Sprains

PTSD, Anxiety, PostRetirement Blues

Fig 2.1.1
POTENTIAL USERS & INHABITANTS
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RESEARCH FOCUS:
Distress
Tolerance

The research will establish the following:
Can these species thrive collectively within a unified physical environment? If
yes, what are the common parameters of their physical environments in terms
of their comfort zones that will allow them to interact and co-exist sustainably
and symbiotically?
The research for this project will focus on the following programmatic issues:

Hydrotherapy
Social
Relationships

 Inter-species scale.
 Variation in natural habitation relationships and environments versus
effects of domestication on their inherent behavioural patterns.
 Variation in physical, cognitive apparatus, exercise and rehabilitation
requirements.
 Postural analysis for all inhabitants and how built elements can contribute
to achieving bodily health.
 Achieving appropriate sanitation standards while breaking free from the
typical forms, materiality and arrangements traditionally associated with
rehabilitation institutions.
Auckland Council Building Code Requirements:
 Structure (Code B1 and NZS 3604).
 Access and safety of users (Code D – Access).
 Sanitation and waste disposal management (Code G – Services and
Facilities).
 Energy efficiency (Code H1 – Energy Efficiency).

Depression

Physical Activity
Art Therapy/
Dance
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Engage All
Senses

Sports/Outdoor
Recreation
Fig 2.1.2
COMBINED INTER-SPECIES THERAPY
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DESIGN DRIVERS

Fig 2.1.3
MATERIAL PALETTE

The architectural programme is enveloped by the following major themes:
 Co-inhabitancy: Continual contact/interaction of people with dogs,
horses and birds is crucial to the concept of healing in this project. The
sequence of spaces must have interactive nodes that are recognised
by all inhabiting species as common spaces. Animals and humans are
assigned equal hierarchical importance in spatial design, with certain
nodes offering precedence to either humans or dogs, horses and birds.
 Ease of navigation: Spatial elements clearly define the journey of every
human, dog and horse and guide them through it. Reduction of stress
is paramount for all users with recognisable markers to distinguish
circulation from user spaces.
 Function: Spaces are separated on the basis of function.

Fig 2.1.3a
Volcanic Basalt - Local to Auckland

 Sustainability: Complete self-sustained off-the-grid project, while
abutting the power plant on site and amidst the highly powered Business
Park office environment. The materials used must be inherently sustainable
and must reduce energy requirements of interior spaces.

Fig 2.1.3b
Weathered Cedar - Local to New Zealand

Fig 2.1.3c
Translucent Polycarbonate
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 Materiality and form: Stimulate cognition of the inhabitants and evoke
different sensory emotions in different spaces. The courtyard can be
used as a node to provide clues to the spatial experience of the next
space using modulation of light, sound and aroma. The material palette
and natural element composition can be used to enhance tactioception
(sense of touch). The overall materiality must not give a sense of
institutionalisation while being durable and easy to clean.

Fig 2.1.3d
Structure: Glulam - Locally Manufactured in Auckland
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DETAILED SPATIAL PROGRAMME

markets. These are completely open-able to the eating spaces for community
cooking participation during public events, barbeques etc.

The residential facilities cater for 30 human patients, who can temporarily
reside at the Centre for a maximum period of three months, with one family
member and child(ren) if required. The residential facilities are limited as the
Project aims to create spaces that people wish to visit regularly, to generate
community activity, and not for residing in for a certain period of time as in
typical institutional facilities.

The reception space is designed as a warm and welcoming environment, with
small scale proportioning to avoid an over-whelming experience. Organic
materials, soft light and optimal audioception levels (sense of sound) further
this exquisite experience. The spatial functions include entry, information,
admission, records, adoption and bike hire. Spaces have been allotted for a
public cafeteria, small local businesses, and retail units for products created
by residents, volunteers etc.

They also cater for 15-20 horses, upto 30 dogs and birds and are designed
on the basis of their natural behavioural patterns such as territorial instincts,
eating, playing, rest patterns etc., keeping in consideration the fact that most
of them will be domesticated to a certain extent. The dogs and horses can
reside until adoption or death while injured birds will be released into the wild
once they regain their health.

Storage is evenly distributed in all spaces for ease of access, since spaces
will be inhabited by members of different species and age groups.
SERVICES
A sewage treatment plant is designed for waste water treatment and re-use,
while the biogas plant is for management of solid organic waste. Water
management is in the form of rainwater harvesting pits that utilise natural
sedimentary treatment for water that can subsequently be re-used in toilets
and for washing, landscape irrigation etc.

 Human residents to Staff ratio – 4:1; Dogs to Staff ratio – 8:1 (average for
a combination of small and large dogs); Horses to Staff – 4:1
 Cumulative ratio; 4 Humans:4 Horses:8 Dogs:1 Nursing/Veterinary Staff;
Total Staff members - approximately 20-25 trained personnel comprising
psychiatric nursing, general welfare, veterinary and volunteer staff
A daytime childcare has been located in the vicinity of the staff lounge
for children whose parents are seeking treatment, rehabilitation or simply
rejuvenation time for a couple of hours.

The power generator and store is designed as Piezoelectric generator panels
strategically embedded in circulation routes or exercise areas to generate
electricity through walking and natural exercise activity of the inhabitants.
Large storage areas are designated for batteries that will ensure undisrupted
power supply.

Dedicated spaces are designed for reading, research facilities for persons
looking for information regarding their disorders, sewing, miniature carving,
painting, as well as semi-isolated meditation pods. These can be integrated
with the bird nursery or aviary as these spaces do not require complete silence
and can assist in giving an impression of continued natural movement. The
activity spaces will include innovation and creative activity studios, mental
energisation spaces, concert and theatre as well as farming and gardening.

Some examples of such piezoelectric generators currently being used are
floor tiles in footpaths and train stations;1 a large scale example is the
incorporation of piezoelectric generators in major highways in Israel to
utilise the motion of light-weight and heavy motor vehicles for sustainable
electricity generation to power entire cities.2
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The staff lounge and relaxation facilities are designed as a sequence of
spaces with simple circulation paths to minimise environment-induced stress.
Persons requiring assistance and medical supervision are placed in close
proximity to these staff quarters. The interior spaces are compact, without
nooks that can be used by human and animal members for withdrawing. The
following patient-to-staff ratios have been used as a design basis:

Emergency medical aid can be administered within the bird nursery with
small medical treatment administration unit, the canine nursing unit close
to residential spaces and the equine veterinary unit located outside their
residential habitat. A pharmacy and emergency procedure unit for human
patients are located close to service access.

The eating spaces primarily target the stimulation of the olfactory apparatus
(sense of smell) with minimal/delicately balanced visual stimuli to heighten
the aroma of food; semi-private pods. The group tables have integrated
manual dynamo food heaters for exercise as well as sustainability.
Luis Patron, “Let’s Generate Electricity by Walking! - Our World”, last modified December 15,
2008. https://ourworld.unu.edu/en/lets_generate_electricity_by_walking.
2
Zalman Nelson, “Israeli Researchers: Generating Electricity from Road Traffic - Israel
National News”, last modified July 12, 2009. http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.
aspx/132349.
1

The kitchen is in proximity to site service access with store for easy loading and
stocking, in addition to access by food carts/domestic vans for community
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External energy causes mechanical
vibrations due to movement, wind,
solar influx or hydroenergy
Slurry of Organic Waste
and Water

Floor tile with sandwiched Piezoelectric
material: ion separation occurs in
piezoelectric material due to vibrations,
generating electrical charge

Doide/
Rectifier

Mixing Tank

Floating Gas
Holder

Overflow Tank

Outlet for Biogas
Gas Valve

Inlet Pipe

Spent Slurry
Outlet Pipe

Underground Digester Tank

Capacitor for storing the
electrical charge generated
Fig 2.1.5
BIOGAS SCHEMATIC: Small Scale Biogas Plant Schematic that Utilises
Organic Waste to Generate Biogas
Battery
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Sensor & Actuator

Fig 2.1.4
PIEZOELECTRIC ENERGY GENERATION SCHEMATIC
Fig 2.1.6
BIOGAS PLANT: Developed By Biotech Renewable Energy, India
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2.2

Site Analysis: Location, Prevalent Socio-Economic Conditions and
Context

N

The following were the primary criterion employed during the initial stages of
site selection:
Intial Site:
Kerikeri

 Topography.
 Proximity to a water body.
 Easily accessible by a major roadway and along a public transport route
 Adequate grazing ground for horses.
 Catering to a spectrum of socio-economic strata and in a location that
has the potential to develop as a hub for community activity.
Initially the site chosen for the Project was located in Kerikeri, for the following
reasons:

Whangarei

 Easily accessible by NH-1 and located in proximity to major populous
cities of North Island like Auckland and Whangarei, to cater for maximum
number of people.
 Concise touristic location with moderate weather and long hours of
sunlight that make it an ideal spot for rejuvenation.
 Proximity to the Kerikeri Airport, for easy evacuation in case of a medical
emergency.
 Connection possible to existing medical and veterinary facilities.
 High pet population with horses in neighbouring farmlands as well as area
with high cases of reported depression.
 High deprivation index, good socio-economic conditions, cheerful holiday
environment that may facilitate healing.
 Moving away from high-stress cities for rest and recuperation.
 Strong historical Maori-British connections, that could possibly inform
the design.
 Variety of flora and fauna form a colourful landscape that is complemented
by the Kerikeri Inlet.

Warkworth

Site:
Auckland

Tauranga
Hamilton

Kerikeri was dismissed as a potential site after further research as it is primarily
inhabited by New Zealand based European population.

Rotorua

0
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Owing to the cultural, historical, socio-economic and political background of
New Zealand, it was suggested that a community well-being project be located
in a region that does not give precedence to one ethnic group while creating
discomfort for others i.e. a neutral zone that is not perceived as being culturally
sensitive.

50km
Taupo

Fig 2.2.1
LOCATION PLAN
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THE SITE: 100 HIGHBROOK DRIVE, EAST TAMAKI, AUCKLAND
This 27-hectare property is a privately owned land, not zoned for either residential
or commercial development and is currently used as a public park namely the
Highbrook Park.
It is located in a culturally-neutral East Tamaki region that is predominantly an
industrial area with large commercial developments, and accessible to people of
all socio-economic backgrounds. The sprawling grounds allow for privacy while
being a space for active community participants. A large expanse of lush grassy
areas can provide grazing areas for horses, play areas for dogs and natural
aviaries for birds.

EAST
TAMAKI

Although beautifully landscaped, the Park is routinely quite desolate and has
not been able to generate natural public activity to maximise its potential; large
events held at the Highbrook Park are planned annual events that are sporadic,
leaving the Park deserted for a major part of the year.

OTARA

This Project strives to develop the Park as a hub of regular public activity
while merging the Healing Centre with public interaction spaces, to preclude
development of stigmas associated with mental rehabilitation centres. More
people will be encouraged to become a part of this facility, to counter problems
of stress, depression etc. without having to commit to direct medical therapy,
thereby gradually easing into healing and rehabilitation programmes.
The Site is separated from the Tamaki Strait by an existing mangrove reserve belt,
with bush-plantation along the periphery of the water body. Lines of existing
shrubbery are probably markers of sub-divided plots or cross-lease boundaries.
There is an existing power plant on the southern tip of the Site, accessed via
internal paved road from Pukekiwiriki Place.
The Site has two access routes:
 A pedestrian access through a gravel-paved cycling track from Highbrook
Drive.
 At the rear, a six-metre tar-road car access from Pukekiwiriki Place,
connecting to the existing power plant, that can be extended to form a
service access for the Healing Centre and for ambulances, service trucks
etc.
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The adjoining neighbourhoods include East Tamaki with industrial
developments, business parks and office complexes, Otara with small and
medium-sized residential developments and Otahuhu with residential and
industrial developments.

OTAHUHU

Highway
0

200m

600m

Tamaki
Strait
Mangrove
Reserve

Fig 2.2.2
SITE LOCATION PLAN:
100 Highbrook Drvie, Auckland
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Highbrook
Park
Site Area
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SITE HISTORY
The Site is situated in the Waiouru Peninsula, which was a part of the Tamaki
Block, also known as the Fairburn Block. This block of 40,000 acres was
originally purchased by William Fairburn, a missionary of the Church Missionary
Society (CMS), from Tuiri of Ngati Tawhaki, Herua of Urikaraka and Hauauru of
Matekiwaho in 1836. One third of the land was returned to the CMS and the
remaining land parcel was acquired by the Crown.3

4
5

This farmland belonged to numerous owners thereafter, the most recent owner
being the Fisher family that eventually owned the entire Peninsula and used it
as a Ra Ora Stud Farm.4
The Site abuts the Highbrook Business Park, a commercial and light industrial
business park designed by US landscape architect Peter Walker.5 The Highbrook
Park includes 15 kilometres of trails and bike-ways along the water’s edge. In
this area, sites of significant Maori history have been integrated along the trail
routes.6

6

1

The main site challenges that are key design drivers are:
 Noise: The proximity of the site to main road and power plant may
generate problems of high noise levels. The spaces will have to be
carefully placed to avoid possible agitation and stress to the animal and
human residents because of discordant decibels.
 Access: Access is primarily via busy roads having high speed traffic and
movement of large trucks. Pedestrian access to the site and around it
will have to be designed to create safe walking and cycling routes to
generate more public activity and increase accessibility, both physically
as well as visually. The pedestrian route through the expansive site can
also appear to be daunting, in terms of sheer size and isolation. Thus, it
is vital to establish visual comfort for ease of entering and using the Park.

Highbrook Park, “MPG3807 Highbrook Park brochure.indd - highbrook park brochure-1.pdf”,
accessed July 02, 2017. http://www.highbrook.co.nz/media/13427/highbrook%20park%20
brochure-1.pdf.
4
Ibid.
5
Goodman Property Trust, “Site Plan :: Highbrook Business Park, World Class Busines Park,
Highbrook Estate, Auckland, New Zealand”, accessed July 26, 2017. http://www.highbrook.
co.nz/location/site-plan/.
6
Campbell McIlroy, “Highbrook’s High-Brow Concept Takes Shape”, accessed July 02, 2017.
http://www.sharechat.co.nz/article/55adb85a/highbrook-s-high-brow-concept-takes-shape.
html.
3
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CHALLENGES

300m

Tree-Lined Access (Proposed For Horses)
Pedestrian Access through Cycling-Track from Highbrook Drive
High Noise Zone
Car Access from Pukekiwiriki Place (Proposed Service Access)
Proposed Entry and Parking Zone
Existing Power Plant

Fig 2.2.3
EXISTING SITE PLAN
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DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES

VIEW-2

VIEW-3
VIEW-1

VIEW-5
VIEW-4
WIND

Fig 2.2.4
KEYPLAN FOR SITE VIEWS
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 Entrances: The curved tree-lined path along the rear circumference
of the Highbrook Park can be designed as a silent access for agitated
horses. All entrances from the Highbrook drive will potentially be used as
day-time access. Persons visiting during night-time will use the tar-road
access from Pukekiwiriki Place, which will also serve as the main service
access. Thus, the visual composition on site can be developed using
the pedestrian journey along the cycle-track as both an inbound and
outbound journey.
 Visual Framing: Due to its sheer size, the Park has a variety of views of
the landscape and its surrounding development with a distinct industrial
character. The spaces so designed can be utilised to frame each segment
of this view and offer visual movement across the landscape.
 Terrain: The contoured landscape offers ample opportunity to design the
spaces as a series of progressively descending levels towards the Tamaki
Strait. Outdoor spaces can be framed by physical elements to create
a variety of activity areas. The large grounds will suffice for exercise
grounds for dogs, horses and humans in addition to providing grazing
for horses.
 Connection to water body: The connection established with the Tamaki
Strait must be predominantly visual and atmospheric rather than physical,
so as to prevent contamination of the water body.
 Neighbourhood: The Site is in a primarily industrial district thereby
avoiding any societal conflicts pertaining to racial domination or classseparation. It is located centrally and is accessible to all persons of varied
ages and backgrounds.

Fig 2.2.5
VIEW-1: Panoramic View of Highbrook Park from Highbrook Drive (Primarily a
Day-Time Entrance)
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Bridge Undercroft

Fig 2.2.6
VIEW-2: Site View from Highbrook Park with Existing Power Plant and the
Tamaki Strait

Exit to
Highbrook Drive

Fig 2.2.8
VIEW-4: Possible View Framing while Treating the Cycling Path as an Out-Bound
Journey

Fig 2.2.7
VIEW-3: Proposed Conversion of Tree-Lined Path to Site Access for Agitated/
Edgy Horses
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LOCATION OF HEALING CENTRE
ENTRANCE OR PLACEMENT OF
EYE-CATCHING FORM

Fig 2.2.9
VIEW-5: Critical Viewpoint on Cycling/`Pedestrian Path: View Framing to
Determine Location of Entrance of Healing Centre
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1

Medical Theory Basis of Project: Animal-Assisted Therapy (AAT) for
Depression and Related Mental Ailments

The theoretical foundation of the project is Animal-Assisted Therapy that is the
conceptual building block for spatial development and one of the key design
drivers.
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ANIMAL-ASSISTED THERAPY
During ancient times, animals were very significant to human life; they were
considered animal ‘guardian-spirits’ with supernatural, divine powers and were
believed to be spiritual healers. These cultural beliefs were later refuted during
the Medieval Period and such ‘animists’ were persecuted on suspicion of witchcraft and sorcery. By contrast, the earliest forms of cruelty to animals were
documented in Latin writings during the ancient period. Based on the Aristotelian
concept that animal life has no future, the Romans used animals for cruel sports
and hunting.1
The Renaissance brought with it the ‘enlightenment’, where aristocrats made
fashionable the idea of ‘Pets’ to serve as a medium of socialisation. Additionally,
dogs also had a working status as cart pullers, sheep herders or for fetching the
prey in hunting sports.2 During the nineteenth century, animals were introduced
to medical institutions as a part of preliminary experimental therapy but were
replaced with the advent of scientific medicine.3
The mid-twentieth century witnessed a drastic transformation in the traditional
relationship between humans and animals, initiated by the rapid mechanisation
of the agricultural industry.4 Many ecological balances were disturbed due to
poaching, with animals being increasingly used for biomedical research. This
change not only caused an upheaval in the ecosystem but also the historical
symbiotic animal- human bond was mutated to one of animal exploitation and
degradation.
However, this ‘Bond’ was not removed from the human consciousness but merely
altered. In the present urban social scenario of stress and isolation, animals have
subsequently emerged as strong therapeutic allies.5

Fig 3.1.1
VISION OF SAINT EUSTACE BY PISANELLO (1438)
Tense Hunting Dogs in the Foreground, Saddled Horse, Collared Dog, Animals
Portrayed as Holding a Secondary Position to Humans
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Animal-Assisted Therapy (AAT) commenced in 1919 in the United States of America,
when Franklin K. Lane recommended using dogs during psychiatric treatment at
St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Washington D.C.6 In 1962, child psychologist Boris M.
1
Phil Arkow and Latham Foundation, The Loving Bond: Companion Animals in the Helping
Professions (Saratoga, CA: R & E Publishers, 1987), 29.
2
Samuel Abrahams, “Animal Representations in Renaissance Art”, accessed September 13,
2017. http://animalinstances.com/?p=5592.
3
Aubrey H. Fine, Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy: Theoretical Foundations and
Guidelines for Practice (Amsterdam; Boston: Elsevier/Academic Press, 2006), 16.
4
Ibid..
5
Ibid., (xi).
6
Cynthia K. Chandler, Animal Assisted Therapy in Counselling (New York: Routledge, 2005), 10.
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Levinson7 was the first professionally trained clinician to initiate and document
the advantages of the presence of companion animals during therapy sessions;
these records demonstrated increased patient-therapist comfort and patientmotivation. The 1990s witnessed the revival and rapid emergence of animal
facilitated therapies for persons suffering from cardiovascular diseases and
mental ailments.8
The following nomenclature has been assigned to some of these therapies:
 Animal-Assisted Therapy (AAT): An objective-driven therapeutic
intervention facilitated by a health service professional with specialised
expertise as an integral part of a formal treatment process to meet a
specific criterion.9
 Animal-Assisted Activity (AAA): Non-specific, spontaneous activities
and social visits that provide opportunities for motivation-building,
education, recreation and/or therapeutic assistance delivered in a variety
of environments by specially trained professional and/or volunteers.
 Equine Facilitated Therapy (EFP): Experiential psychotherapy,
commencing as formal treatment in the 1960s,10 involves equine and
activities related to them, including grooming, riding, vaulting etc. directed
by a licensed mental health professional, with explicit goals and treatment
objectives.11

THERAPY ANIMALS
Animals with long-term physical disability such as amputation, paralysis or hearing
impairment can work as therapy pets.12 However, under all circumstances, undue
stress and discomfort must be recognised by the handler and its source must
be removed to calm the animal.13 Animal safety, comfort, communication, risk
management for injury and prevention of infection are paramount for successful
therapy sessions/activities.
Clinical documentation has shown that visual exposure to an aviary resulted
in definite reduction of depression in elderly males at a hospital; where the
individual interaction with birds, talking to the birds and about them resulted
in significant positive results. Furthermore, birds in therapeutic scenarios can
help patient express their own problems through metaphorical expressions such
as the ‘cage’ that may be a representation of the patient’s personal feelings of
entrapment while ‘flight’ may represent freedom.14

Documented therapy sessions conducted by medical professionals with
children and the elderly are evident of increased receptiveness towards medical
rehabilitation, counselling and therapy when combined with Animal Facilitated
Therapy. Often the initial contact is initiated by the patient solely with the therapy
animal present, usually a trained dog or horse. Moreover, any further interaction
with the medical therapist is usually stimulated by the patient’s interaction with
the ‘animal co-therapist’.
CONCLUSION

The structure of our urban built environments is the causal agent for decrease
in these interactions. This project can be the first small node of change to pave
a natural way of habitation and create tolerant symbiotic living environments.

Fig 3.1.2
CLEARWATER MARINE AQUARIUM: An Eight Year Old Amputee Swimming with
Tail-Less Dolphin ‘Winter’ with a Prosthetic Limb at the Clearwater Marine
Aquarium, Florida
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The animal-human bond is historically programmed within us and re-defining this
inter-species interaction can further mental stimulation and revitalisation of the
spirit. It may be the key to survival in our current societal conditions, especially
in urban environments where one is sub-consciously becoming estranged from
‘Biophilic’ associations on a daily basis.

Dolphin Tale, directed by Charles Martin Smith (Florida; Warner Bros. Pictures, 2011), DVD
based on the real-life story of ‘Winter’, a dolphin with a prosthetic fin currently residing
in Clearwater Marine Aquarium, who inspires an army sergeant, with an amputated leg to
overcome his depression and start swimming again.
13
Chandler, Animal Assisted Therapy, 61.
14
Fine, Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy (2006), 187.
12

Fine, ed., Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy (2010), 151.
8
Fine, Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy (2006), 150.
9
Chandler, Animal Assisted Therapy, 5.
10
Ibid., 10.
11
Fine, Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy (2006), 23.
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Walking Therapy was a term coined for a type of therapy where, during therapy
sessions, the Clinician would walk with the therapy-seeking Client through scenic
natural landscape, with a therapy animal. The effectiveness of such activities is
owed to Biophilia, the innate human need to interact with other living organisms
and the natural tendency for humans to form an empathic rapport with pet
animals.15
It was also observed that the presence of an animal co-therapist increased
interaction of the Patient with other people walking/exercising along those
tracks, thus retarding social inhibitions and developing confidence. Walking
with dogs also helped to develop patience, responsibility and affection, while
stimulating observation skills.16 Animals can act as a catalyst for emotional
venting and their presence has been documented to have a calming effect on
patients under duress.

CONCLUSION
These case studies demonstrate that people of varied age groups and social
backgrounds are positively influenced by interaction with animals and birds.
Canine-aid may be an apt alternative for veterans and young individuals from the
military forces, suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) or physical
infirmity due to age, paralysis or amputation during service. Such individuals,
accustomed to being in command and control, may not be entirely comfortable
in requesting assistance from family, professionals or even care volunteers.
Dogs, however, can help to bridge this gap and restore their independence, while
providing companionship.

The ‘Pets for Therapy’ Programme was implemented in a womens’ prison in
Australia. It involved building kennels for the participating dogs, grooming
them, training guide dogs and participating in play and exercise regimen. These
activities demonstrated positive results in the form of increased responsibility
and empathy among the participating inmates.17
TRAINED CANINE FOR THE DIFFERENTLY ABLED
The concept of Service Dogs was developed to specifically train canines to aid
individuals with physical disabilities and audio/visual impairments. Service
dogs are professionally trained to fetch/return dropped or required items, tow
wheelchairs, turn on/off lights, open elevator doors, hand-over paperwork to
concerned personnel, pick groceries off supermarket shelves and effectively act
as an extension of the limb for the differently abled.18
Similarly, purpose-bred canines as well as dogs rescued from shelters are trained
as Signal/Hearing Dogs to assist hearing impaired individuals. In addition to
providing physical assistance, these dogs are trained to impart a sense of
additional confidence to people with disabilities and encourage them to take part
in vocational training and jobs, thus restoring their independence and quality
of life.19

16
17
18
19
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Chandler, Animal Assisted Therapy, 5.
Fine, Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy (2006), 189.
Chandler, Animal Assisted Therapy, 19.
Arkow, Foundation, The Loving Bond, 197.
Arkow, Foundation, The Loving Bond, 207.

Fig 3.1.3
TRAINED CANINE AID: Service Dog Provides Assistance with Routine Activities
such as Opening Doors

Tuhiena BHAUMIK
UNITEC Institute of Technology, M.Arch (Prof), 2017
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DEPRESSION REHABILITATION
Research has demonstrated that exercising improves mood and regular exercise
can prevent depression;20 Low to moderate exercise is advocated for individuals
with chronic illnesses, depression and for the elderly. Stimulation of the body
invigorates, engages, focuses and rejuvenates the mind.

Water ‘pools’ can be designed to enclose social activity spaces. Varied depths
and ramps can be utilised to zone the ‘pools’ for walking, swimming, wading
and sitting, to cater for humans, dogs and horses or combination scales. The
ambient temperature of the water can be zoned for hot & cold therapy, designed
to be positioned for optimum solar heat absorption, using materials with high
thermal mass.

The term ‘exercise’ is usually associated with gymnasiums i.e. confined indoor
spaces cramped with equipment, artificially ventilated and persons working up
sweat in close proximity, in artificially brightly lit basements or enclosed rooms.
This project strives to redefine ‘exercise’, from an hourly regimen to a way of
life. Ramps, manual lifts, doors etc. can be optimally designed to incorporate
physical work-outs in daily routine activities. For example, the ‘tribolelectric’
energy generators can be used in the design as motivators to walk/move to
generate electricity sufficient to charge one’s mobile or provide power to the
television.
HYDROTHERAPY (AQUATIC THERAPY)
Hydrotherapy is one of the forms of physiotherapy commonly employed for dogs
and horses; some other methodologies include localised massage, supported
movement, hot & cold therapy and active joint movement.21 It has long been
recognised as a beneficial rehabilitation medical technique for humans, dogs
and horses:22
 The combination of centre of gravity, buoyancy and surface tension
forces in water allows for movement of injured limbs without risk of further
injury and for post-surgery stabilisation, healing fractures etc.
 Weakened, partially/wholly amputated or painful limbs can be exercised
and tested for load-bearing.23

Fig 3.1.4
HYDROTHERAPY: Horse Hydrotherapy in Aqua-Walker

DESIGN INFERENCE
Exercise and physical activity form the core of spatial organisation and daily
rehabilitation activity structure within the Healing Centre.

Esther M. Sternberg, Healing Spaces: The Science of Place and Well-Being (Cambridge, Mass:
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2009), 115.
21
Hilary Orpet and Perdi Welsh, Handbook of Veterinary Nursing (Oxford: Blackwell Science,
2002.
22
Catherine M. McGowan, Narelle Stubbs and Lesley Goff ed., Animal Physiotherapy:
Assessment, Treatment and Rehabilitation of Animals (Oxford, UK ; Ames, Iowa: Blackwell Pub,
2007), 187.
23
Ibid., 187.
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Since Hydrotherapy can be applied to human as well as animal patients of all
age-groups and sizes, the recreational spaces of the Healing Centre can be
designed around physical water activities as one of the uniting forces for the
residents and visitors of the complex.
20
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Fig 3.1.5
HYDROTHERAPY: Dog Hydrotherapy in Pools
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STRESS MANAGEMENT
The primary manifestation of depression in humans and physical discomfort in
animals is in the form of stress.
Depression develops within an individual starting with the inability to cope with
worldly problems, presenting itself in the form of physical lethargy and social
withdrawal. The cure is stress management24 i.e. exposure to small bouts of
stress-inducing stimuli helps to reinstate the ability to manage physical and
resultant mental discomfort, while remaining calm and thinking rationally.
The ‘Maze’25 is one such instrument of perceived illusion of extreme distance,
height or speed, which can help manage stress. Its spatial construct provides
limited visual clues with sudden change of direction or elevation above ground,
resulting in disorientation and ultimately stress. For example, a distance of five
metres perceived horizontally is a normal distance but when perceived vertically
is extreme and may induce discomfort or even acrophobia.
Research demonstrates that small amounts of anxiety are crucial for an organism’s
survival. Stress response is due to release of adrenalin that allows one to focus
attention to solving problems, maintaining vigilance and performing under duress
to resolve or navigate obstruction.26

Gradual Revelation of Spaces to
Engage the Mind

Small Bouts of Discomfort within
a Semi-Protected Environment

Fig 3.1.6
STRESS MANAGEMENT
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This concept can concurrently be applied to abandoned or physically injured
animals - when exposed to new spaces with unknown smells they can react
aggressively and defensively. This response can be mitigated by gradual exposure
to unfamiliar surroundings, using transition spaces with neutral visual, acoustic
and olfactory stimuli. The Maze can be adapted to create circulation paths with
non-confrontational energies and exciting exercise routes for establishing ‘a
mind-body connection’.27

24
Heidi Renner and Tim Jewell, “Depression and Stress Management” last modified July 25,
2017. http://www.healthline.com/health/depression/stress-management.
25
Sternberg, Healing Spaces, 100.
26
Ibid.
27
Mayo Clinic Staff, “Depression (Major Depressive Disorder) - Treatment - Mayo Clinic”
accessed September 14, 2017. http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/depression/
diagnosis-treatment/treatment/txc-20321538.
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THE SINGLE ROOM MODULE
The fundamental unit of mental healthcare facility design has been the ‘single
room’.28 Numerous, sometimes conflicting, interpretations have been attributed
to this module:
 Isolation: The single room with the peep hole door ‘surveillance model’
implied removal of the ‘patient’ from the main ward, due to increased
disturbed mental states, to prevent injury to the patient and other
inhabitants of the facilities. Placement of these rooms further away from
the main complex was mainly to prevent other patients from getting
perturbed by the sounds of agony of the patient in lockdown.29 This
form of modern non-restraint seclusion may have further propagated
irrational fear among those within the main wards, simply due to ‘fear of
the unknown’ or lack of information.

Tuhiena BHAUMIK
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Fig 3.1.7
UNDERSTANDING REACTIONS IN A MAZE: One Tends to Travel Straight within a
Maze & Loop around to Return to an Opening Seen Previously, after Hitting a
Dead End

 Privacy: Initially, the single room was for the common middle-class
societal citizen, to afford privacy and individuality in the communal life at
the asylum. However, it gradually developed into an opulently furnished
single room, a symbol of privacy and comfort reserved for the privileged
and wealthy members of the society. It was positioned as the ‘hotel
model’ whilst the dormitories were for the non-paying individuals in need
of immediate psychiatric care, where more beds could be packed in for
lower administrative costs.30

Fig 3.1.8
STAGGERED SPACES: Winding Paths to Create Spaces with Non-Confrontational
Energies
28
Sarah Schrank and Didem Ekici ed., Healing Spaces, Modern Architecture, and the Body
(London ; New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2017), 87.
29
Ibid., 94.
30
Ibid., 89.
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CONCLUSION
Three Parallel, Inter-Linked, Linear Buildings with
Corridors Opening into Individual Rooms

Patient’s
Room

The Healing Centre residential spaces are also in the form of individual rooms,
as this has proven to be an efficient accommodation unit. The redefinition
commences with the elimination of the ‘corridor’; instead the rooms can be
staggered to form an exciting route, sometimes parting to reveal a snippet of
the landscape or a landscaped internal courtyard. The rooms can open up to a
cosy courtyard with sheltered seating, so that the inhabitant can be part of the
inter-species interactive spaces without being compelled to participate actively.
The single room caters for the human need to withdraw from social activity during
relaxation (sleep) hours. Although privacy is the quintessential component of
comfort for humans afflicted with mental disorders, the spatial sequences can
encourage social interaction by creating ‘non-confrontational energies’. AnimalAssisted Therapy can further buffer this discomfort, employing animal-human
interaction and inter-species interaction to generate a symbiotic healing bond.

All Corridors have the Same Lounge Arrangement;
Lack of Distinguishing Features are a Source of
Stress for the Residents and the Staff Alike

Recessed Lighting for Evenly Lit Spaces and
to Prevent Glare

Nurses’ Station & Storage at End
of Corridor

The design explores how to re-design by optimally sizing the single room module
for only comfort in the sleeping, dressing functions while optimising sensory
qualities such as light, acoustics and ventilation to cater for these functions only;
all other physical and sedentary activities during the day are therefore, directed
towards social and semi-public zones.

Large Windows Looking Out
Towards Lush Landscape

Fig 3.1.9
CASE STUDY: SELWYN VILLAGE, AUCKLAND
Tuhiena BHAUMIK
UNITEC Institute of Technology, M.Arch (Prof), 2017

Original wards from the 1970s, currently being re-designed and designated for
re-location by 2018. These have been studied to understand traditional care
modules.
Left Bottom:
New Modern Open-Plan Kitchen & Cafeteria Abutting Main Reception For All
Residents & Visitors.
Original photographs have been omitted in adherence to non-disclosure and privacy agreements.
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ENVIRONMENTS FOR NATURAL BEAHAVIOUR FOR HORSES
Jaime Jackson, a horse hoof care professional, lecturer, author and researcher,
provides a background to enable habitation and boarding for domestic horses
in a manner that is akin to the natural habitats they would experience in the wild.
The ‘Paddock Paradise’31 is designed as a human-free zone that propagates
continual movement along a track, with elements such as a ‘watering-hole’ (pool)
and sand-bath. The habitation pattern imitates their natural habitat in the wild.
Movement maintains hoof health with controlled eating on the move32 to naturally
regulate weight; they are free to demonstrate natural rolling, sleep, relaxation
and play behaviour.33 Maintenance of routine and familiarity of surroundings is
crucial to well-being of horses.
Veterinary care and other human interactions must be conducted outside the
Paddock. Horses feel safer in the open but require semi-protected camping and
foaling sites. These shelters need to be acoustically insulated as horses can
become agitated even by sounds of rain pellets on the roof.34
DESIGN INFERENCE
Although the horse track is designed as human-free zones to replicate the
experiences of the wild, co-inhabitancy can commence through visual interaction.
As the horses residing in the Healing Centre will probably be second-career
horses, they will be accustomed to and may even demand human interaction to
a certain extent. Thus, common interactive zones can be designed to generate
this interaction.

Fig 3.1.10
PADDOCK PARADISE: THE NATURAL HORSE TRACK
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The Track can cross human and dog spaces at certain interactive nodes, ensuring
adequate supervision, privacy for horse as well as the other inhabitants and
facilitating the development of mutual respect and co-existence.

Fig 3.1.11 PADDOCK PARADISE: WATERING HOLE

Jaime Jackson, Paddock Paradise: A Guide to Natural Horse Boarding (Harrison, United
States: Star Ridge Publishing, 2016).
32
Ibid., 75.
33
Ibid., 24.
34
Rita Virtama, Real life with Horses: A Practical New Zealand Guide to Horse Care (New
Zealand, 2013), 47.
31
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ENVIRONMENTS FOR NATURAL BEAHAVIOUR FOR DOGS AND BIRDS
Biologist Raymond Coppinger and cognitive scientist Mark Feinstein delve into
the nuances of natural canine behaviour and challenge the myths attributed to
dogs by humans. Dogs have co-existed with humans for over eight thousand
years.35 Modern dogs inhabit a variety of human environments such as freeroaming domestic, confined within kennels, stray etc.
These environments affect how their cognitive skills develop. For example, the
vision and audio skills develop predominantly within the first six weeks of being
born.36 If during this period they are confined in a small cage/kennel, their vision
may not develop appropriately within the smooth, sterile confines of their habitat.
As they naturally cannot perceive horizontal edges of stairs and curbs, their lack
of experience combined with under-developed cognition may make them unable
to navigate such elements of human habitats.
Dogs are not genetically disposed to reside in confinement with dogs in adjacent
cells, when they are merely visually accessible but without physical interaction
such as the typical spatial arrangement in common dog shelters. They display
signs of agitation such as aggressive barking and exhibit stress-induced canine
compulsive behaviour disorder.37 In environments with unrestricted movement,
dogs bark less frequently and with far less tonal variability.38
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Fig 3.1.12
Overcrowded Animal Shelter with Linearly Arranged Cage Modules

Raymond Coppinger and Mark H. Feinstein, How Dogs Work (Chicago ; London: The
University of Chicago Press, 2015), 18.
36
Ibid., 122.
37
Stephen Messenger, “Keeping Dogs In Kennels Can Literally Drive Them Crazy” last modified
April, 2014. https://www.thedodo.com/keeping-dogs-in-kennels-can-li-504969759.html.
38
Coppinger and Feinstein, How Dogs Work, 157.
35
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DESIGN INFERENCE
As dogs would inhabit most of the spaces for the human residents, the spaces
must be easy to navigate for both; for example minimal stairs, elements for
exercise and navigation expertise development (Equiliobrioception) etc. Puppy
nurseries must be strategically located and designed to assist the natural
development of their cognitive skills.

Incandescent Overhead
Lamp for Heat
Overhead Grill for Light
and Ventilation

Dog nurseries must be designed to encompass their natural behavioural patterns.
Research shows that unknown dogs can also live together in open-plan nursery
spaces as long as they are able to establish hierarchical pack relations and
territorial boundaries. Dogs that require isolation or protection can reside in
acoustically and visually protected re-defined kennel spaces with free access
to outside spaces that prevent complete isolation and therefore, stress induced
depression.
Confinement for healing of birds and chicks can be re-defined to move away
from isolation in cage structures to units that are better suited to accommodate
their sensory reactions and bodily requirements. For instance, the aviaries
must be walled with flexible nets rather than glass because birds cannot see
glass. Nurseries must be designed to facilitate healing with the help of human
staff while preventing permanent domestication so that they can be gradually
rehabilitated and released into the wild.

Opaque Walls to Prevent
View to Outside & Prevent
Further Injury in Attempt
to Fly Out

Injured Chick Raised by
Humans (Hand-Raised)

Controlled Quantities of
Bird Feed
Base Made of Soft Towels
for Cushioning

Fig 3.1.13
NZ BIRD RESCUE, AUCKLAND: Nursing Crates for Hand-Raised Chicks
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Original photographs have been omitted in adherence to non-disclosure and privacy agreements.

Fig 3.1.14
CONCEPT-1:
Individual Timber Nursing Crates Suspended for Ease of Cleaning & at Human
Waist Height with Adjustable Rod Lengths for Ease of Care Administration
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3.2

Architectural Theory Framework: Healing Spaces

This section of the explanatory document delves into the key properties of the
physical elements of the built environment that affect, enhance and facilitate
healing.
The research explores what sensory reactions are invoked by the order, scale,
proportion, patterns, colour variations, surface topography (visible flaws) and
colours. Also in what manner must natural and inorganic elements be arranged
to engage specific cognitive senses, to attain physical healing and mental
stimulation. This study will be conducted with the following categorisation:

Fig 3.2.1
Abstract Representation of Contoured Rectilinear Space, with Diffused Light
Converging into a Glowing Focal Point

Tuhiena BHAUMIK
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 Light or Visual elements invoking ‘Ophthalmoception’.
 Sound or Acoustic elements invoking ‘Audioception’.
 Taste invoking ‘Gustaoception’.
 Smell or Olfactory elements invoking ‘Olfacoception’.
 Touch invoking ‘Tacioception’ and Tactile properties invoking ‘Kinesthetic’.
 Temperature invoking ‘Thermoception’.
 Balance invoking ‘Equiliobrioception’.

Fig 3.2.2 Abstract Representation of Above Rectilinear Space in Complete
Darkness with a Focal Point, Defined by a Hearth, a Lamp or a Lantern;
Dark or black box spaces may be perceived as claustrophobic or meditative;
culturally, black represents death in the west while a person in a desert may
perceive it as shade for rest.
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VISUAL COGNITION
Nobel Prize Winners (for Medicine in 1981) Torsten Wiesel and David Hubel
discovered that cells that register visual stimuli in the retina and nerve cells
mainly respond to and detect edges.39 Movement may be the key to countering
‘monotony’, the key emotion associated with modern medical environments.
Furthermore, close proximity to the natural landscape helps to add life and
organic movement to spaces, stimulating the mind.
Study and analysis have demonstrated that naturally occurring living and nonliving objects are structured as branching, self-similar, repetitive patterns. There
is no concrete reason why repetitive patterns are pleasing visual stimuli to the
eye. Scientific speculation is that their pre-dominant existence in most elements
of our daily natural environment can be one explanation for their calming effect
on the human mind.40 Through evolution, the eye may be naturally ‘trained’ to
register geometries and axes in its immediate built environment and use them
as cues for orientation and familiarisation.
Visual cognition in humans is primarily divided into central and peripheral fields
of view. Visual processing connects all other senses of the body to analyse
scale, proportion, light, smell, sound and touch of the immediate environment
for orientation and maintenance of bodily balance.41
Vision and perception of external stimuli is either as an ‘object’, a physical entity
perceived as a whole isolation without referencing a context, or as a ‘scene’, a
physical composition that merges various elements to appear as a whole. The
‘object is perceived using the focused attention of the central vision in contrast
to the ‘scene’ that requires peripheral vision for complete perception.42

Sternberg, Healing Spaces, 25.
Ibid., 32.
41
Kevin K. Rooney, Robert J. Condia, and Lester C. Loschky, “Focal and Ambient Processing
of Built Environments: Intellectual and Atmospheric Experiences of Architecture” Cognitive
Science section Frontiers in Psychology (2017). https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC5353322/.
42
Ibid..
43
Sternberg, Healing Spaces, 44.
39
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The combination of shape and colour of an object can be a stimulant for the brain,
depending on the mental state of the person at a particular given time and his/
her association of the object with a particular thought or experience.43 Therefore,
arrangement of spatial elements can be important triggers for navigating spaces
and to engage multiple cognitive senses.

Fig 3.2.3
Precedent: THORNCROWN CHAPEL, OZARK MOUNTAINS, USA (1980)
Architect: E. FAY JONES

40
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Human Visual Cognition and Rhythm of Repetitive Patterns Perceived Both in
Central and Peripheral Views
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Staircase
Core: Also Acts As A Structural Node
Core
Traditional Room & Corridor
Module
Open Corridor

Core: Structural Node

Linearly Arranged Patient Rooms: Traditional
Room-Corridor Module
Connecting Bridges: Wings for
Healthier Patients

Fig 3.2.4
Precedent: PAIMIO SANITORIUM, FINLAND (1932)
Architect: ALVAR AALTO
The sun was the most powerful healing tool at the time of construction of this
former tuberculosis sanitorium; the form has been optimally modulated to
maximise solar influx for sterilisation and natural ventilation for hygiene.

South-Facing
Cantilevered Balconies
for Tuberculosis
Patients

Biodynamically Aligned Plan Dividing
the Building into Three Wings

Fig 3.2.5
FLOOR PLANS

Cantilevered Balconies for
Maximum Solar Influx
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Balconies Offer Views to the
Landscape

Fig 3.2.6
SOUTH-FACING BALCONIES
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SOUND & SMELL
Disneyland rides are exemplar of modulating sensory properties to create varied
ambiences. One’s experience moves from the colourful carousels on a sunny
day to sudden descent into the underground pirates’ lair.44 The methodology
employed to achieve these experiences imbibe a multitude of techniques:
 Sudden change in levels and textures during spatial transition.
 Removal of visual clues45 by altering the sunny outdoors to a dark
underground cavern lit merely by lanterns, with a blue-green river.
 Due to inadequate visual stimuli, the olfactory senses pick up whiffs of
the salty water and beer in oak barrels; the audio stimuli available is of a
familiar minstrel pirate song, while the boat swishes the water gently and
the wind howls in the distance.
Thus, a room with painted cardboard props is transformed using a storytelling method to trigger physical bodily response to external sensory stimuli wonder, expectancy, surprise, chills during summer, adrenalin rush translated
as excitement.46
HISTORY OF HOSPITAL ACOUSTICS
Hospitals were historically an institution where people went to die rather than
to heal. Most would not recover from an ailment or injury due to infections
contracted within the hospital premises. Eventually, the established norm was enter through the doors of the hospital and exit through the morgue.

Fig 3.2.7
ACOUSTIC MODULATION: Contoured Form To Reflect And Absorb Sound
The Bell: the Indian temple bell is designed with carefully calculated
proportions of metals like lead, copper, cadmium, zinc, nickel, chromium and
manganese, to strike a balance between the left and right brain, by halting all
thoughts and generating calm.
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In an attempt to drastically change this environment, hospitals were designed to
become increasingly sterile, using metals and plastics. Gradually, the term ‘sterile’
was attributed a negative connotation, associated with non-textured, bland
surfaces, bright artificial lighting, constant smell of disinfectants and impersonal
spaces. Metal surfaces reflect sound, resulting in noisy hospital environments
where decibel can spike up to 90dB, becoming a major contributary factor to
acoustic discomfort, stress and insomnia.47

Sternberg, Healing Spaces, 130.
Ibid., 130.
46
Ibid., 96.
47
Ibid., 219.
44

45
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LISTENER

SPEAKER

Fig 3.2.8 (Above)
Precedent: WHISPERING GALLERY ST.
PAUL’S CATHEDRAL, LONDON (1675)
Architect: SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN

Fig 3.2.11
Precedent: SEA ORGAN, ZADAR, CROATIA (2005)
Architect: NIKOLA BAŠIC

Fig 3.2.9 (Left)
ACOUSTIC MECHANICS OF THE
CYLINDRICAL WHISPERING GALLERY

Perforation: Sound Outlet
Marble Steps

Golden Gallery
Ocean

Whispering Gallery
30 Metres from Cathedral Floor Level

Entry Pipe

Resonant
Pipe
Service Corridor

Fig 3.2.12
SEA ORGAN SCHEMATIC CROSS-SECTION
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Stone Gallery

20O

Cathedral Floor Level
Crypt

Fig 3.2.10
CATHEDRAL CROSS-SECTION
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Ethnicity and perception of animals through a cultural lens is another valid area
of study. While some cultures perceive certain animals as pets, other cultures
perceive them as food and certain other cultures attribute a religious significance
to the same species. Attitudes towards co-inhabitancy, neutering and ownership
also vary across the spectrum of different religions and ethnic groups.48
DESIGN INFERENCE
The Healing Centre can be divided into common social spaces for assembling
community energies and semi-private pods for allowing individual human and
animal patients to enjoy personal recreation while simultaneously being a part
of/in the proximity of inter-species social interactions.
Communal spaces with semi-enclosed pods can encourage one to be in areas
where social activities are occurring while having the freedom to choose which
activities to get involved in; example, reading while playing with a dog/horse
without having to interact directly with other inhabitants of the Healing Centre
or the staff.
However, making allowances for varied ethnic and cultural group perceptions
has limited scope in this project since adjustment, tolerance and developing the
ability to deal with discomfort in real life experiences form part of the healing
process.

48
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3.3

Conclusion: Scope and Justification of Project Focus within this
Framework

SCOPE
Research and its documentation summarises medical and neuro-scientific
theories that are pertinent for making physical architectural spaces. It does
not delve into the nuances, experimental data and detailed scientific evidences
that prove these theories. The conclusions drawn are specifically to aid the
design project and development of spatial elements to stimulate varied cognitive
apparatus and evoke sensory reactions.
JUSTIFICATION
All four species i.e. humans, dogs, horses and birds are compatible with each
other and conclusive proof exists that they can co-inhabit spaces symbiotically.
Dogs, horses and birds have successfully been part of Animal Facilitated Therapy.
Additionally, experimental data and recordings have shown that physical elements
can shape our cognition. This architectural project will strive to translate a oneon-one animal-human therapeutic interaction to a large scale symbiotic interspecies relationship.
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CULTURAL PERCEPTION TOWARDS ANIMALS

Chandler, Animal Assisted Therapy, 129.
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4. DESIGN METHODOLOGY
4.1

Theme Exploration: Pre-Concept Analysis, Exploration and Design
Experiments

BOND FORMATION
The typical therapy session was analysed, where the patient meets the animal
co-therapist with a medical professional and/or an animal trainer. The patient
may experience discomfort and feel restricted in the new environment while the
animal may be unsettled by the unknown environment or due to the presence
of unknown humans. This would result in a strained and forced relationship to a
certain extent. Thus, the initial design exploration involved:
 Defining the threshold space with equal hierarchical importance attributed
to both the human and animal interacting within AAT using level change,
material, texture, contrast, colour and light.
 Designating a common space not imprinted with personalisation markers
for either and recognised as common interactive space for both. There
would be possible exit routes within confines of natural barriers that may
facilitate a natural bond formation.

Exit Route Contained within
Natural Barriers

Exit Route
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Fig 4.1.1
THRESHOLD: Defining the Threshold for Inter-Species Interactions and Therapy

Unfamiliar Ground for Both Human and Animal Patient; Nestled in the
Landscape to Give Impressions of Safety and Comfort

Fig 4.1.2
NATURAL ‘THRESHOLD’ SPACE
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LANDSCAPE
MOVEMENT
Sketch experiments were conducted to incorporate movement within static
spatial elements to help enhance moods of residents and staff, in contrast to
monotonous spaces typically associated with institutions such as hospitals:
 Movement not limited to natural elements like trees or water but to extend
to the physical form of space-making elements, contoured roof form and
multi-directional circulation route. Experimentation was done to establish
whether a moving roof or floors may cause discomfort and evoke feelings
of instability within residents who are already disturbed due to physical
and mental illnesses.
 Exercise zones can be incorporated with roof or building cladding skin
of piezoelectric materials. Energy generation can help motivate the
residents to get involved in physical activity and facilitate a sense of
personal achievement by contributing to the set-up.
 Spatial elements that dissolve rigid barriers between the ‘inside’ and the
‘outside’ using ‘frame’ elements. However, sanitation and prevention of
energy loss from interior spaces will have to be addressed appropriately.

 Physical masses nestled within the topography of the landscape to
evoke feelings of stability, safety and enclosure within naturally formed
barriers without generating a feeling of being institutionally restrained.
Orientation and spatial elements can act as natural wind buffers.
 Combining the experience of air, water and sun within a single space.
Exploring the possibility of underwater spaces with sea-life and vertical
light atria to achieve such a connection.

Light
Atrium
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Nestled within
the Landscape

Underwater Spaces
with Visible Sea-Life

Fig 4.1.3
EXERCISE ZONES: Contain Movable Elements to Generate Electricity
(Incorporated Using Piezoelectric or Triboelectric Materials)
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Fig 4.1.4
BUILDING WITHIN THE LANDSCAPE
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AUTISM
Roof Form Reflecting Natural
Sunlight/ Moonlight

The initial programme also took into consideration spaces for persons with ASD
(Autism Spectrum Disorder)
 The critique put forth was that spatial design cannot really contribute
towards healing and comforting persons with these disorders. Moreover,
this was a very specific target group that cannot be combined generically
with other mental disorders.
 However, the spatial lessons learnt were: framed entrances for each
space, pattern formation and recognition using visual cognitive apparatus
to determine geometries. Also, visual centering of three dimensional
volumes, diagonals, views etc. These can also be incorporated generically
for any space to facilitate spatial orientation and subconscious mapping.

Inside Opening
to Outside
Sit-Out Framed Between
Two Spaces

Fig 4.1.5
NESTLED SEMI-OUTDOOR SPACES

Fig 4.1.6
CONCEPTUAL SITE ELEVATION: Looking Up From The Tamaki Strait
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Descent along
the Landscape

Fig 4.1.7
FRAMED JOURNEY: Spatial Configurations to Centre Views and
Geometries
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4.2

Preliminary Concept Design

N

The main concepts employed during this design stage are as follows:
 Plan: Developed as staggered planes to frame different views sections
of the landscape. Spatial functions oriented to capture natural light and
optimum solar influx at the period of peak usage.
 Spatial separation: Spaces are separated on the basis of function and
spatial elements are arranged to trigger very specific sensory elements,
engaging all cognitive senses during the sequential journey through the
building.
 Section: Spatial blocks are developed as hovering planes following the
natural topography of the site, in their descent towards the Strait. This is
to ensure minimal disturbance and excavation in the existing grounds for
considerable reduction in time and cost of construction.
 Roof: The form of the roof is sloped and contoured to harness solar
heat while simultaneously controlling heat gain to naturally regulate
temperature of interior spaces and to harvest rainwater. Additional
acoustic insulation and lining will be required to prevent disturbance to
the inhabitants during pounding rain showers.
 Meditative Spaces: These ‘pods’ are scattered throughout the building
and are designed with contoured wall forms to modulate sound. The
windward facades are composed of hollowed pipes with apertures that
can be altered to modulate sound.

PLAN CONCEPT 1:
Straight Orientation Descending towards the
Tamaki Strait

Form Divided into Series of
Spaces Based on Function
Blocks Staggered to Capture All
Angles of the Sun & the Views to
the Landscape

PLAN CONCEPT 3:
Staggered Blocks to Capture
Views and Solar Influx
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Solid Versus Terraced Form,
Following Contours

PLAN CONCEPT 3:
Staggered Blocks with Look-Out
Terraces

Fig 4.2.1
CONCEPT PLAN: STAGGERED PLANES
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Angled Roof for Solar
Protection

Wind/
Sun
Tamaki Strait

Fig 4.2.2
CONCEPTUAL SITE SECTION

Thermal
Mass

Angle for Ideal
Solar Influx

Fig 4.2.4
ROOF: Modulating Roof Form for Optimum Solar Gain

Raised Landscape Acts as a
Natural Wind Buffer

Fig 4.2.3
FRAME: Framing the ‘Out’ with Elements that Construct the ‘In’
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Moderate Scale in Response
to Site Topography

Fig 4.2.5
CONCEPTUAL CROSS-SECTION
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4.3

Schematic Design Stage

The spaces located higher on Site are private, residential spaces. As the spaces
flow towards the Tamaki Strait, they become more community-oriented to
include spaces for public rejuvenation and relaxation.
The main community area is the pool that was initially designed as a large,
combined space with multi-species usage. The fundamental issues with this
arrangement were inter-species separation and hygiene considerations.
Sketch physical models were used to place the pool area in the context of the
overall site and the rest of the Healing Centre to re-work and reduce pool sizes
proportionately. The pool for humans was designed as a separate Olympic-sized
pool and later reduced to prioritise the space for a rejuvenating experience rather
than for conducting formal, trained exercise regimens.

This design stage process predominantly integrated the varied inter-species
functional requirements within the spaces. The major critiques at this stage were
as follows:
 The circulation and level change nodes were fairly rigid in contrast to
the overall spaces; these were merely geometric staircases and lifts for
accessing the various levels.
 The designed spaces were largely ‘functional’ which was valid as a starting
point but required further reflection and resolution for better spatial flow
and non-restrictive natural spaces.
 The spaces for dogs and horses appeared to be quite confined, which
would have to be resolved with further research on natural dog and horse
behaviours in their ideal habitats.

Pools in the vicinity are designed for veterinarian hydrotherapy and for play
activity for dogs and horses. The pool for animals and the sand-pit are nestled
in landscaped surroundings and placed strategically to allow persons visiting the
Park and/or swimming in the common pool to experience animals in their natural
habitats without creating any disturbances. The walls of the pools and sand-pit
were created using the existing topography and the structural framework was
built in a manner to reduce land excavation.
Initially, the roof over the staggered spaces was designed as a series of individual
rectilinear planes. Using an origami card physical model, the roof was developed
into a continuous roof form enveloping semi-outdoor spaces within the staggered
planes. It hovers above the main circulation route through the spatial blocks,
acting as an overhead guide.
The roof concludes as a moulded form above the pool area for humans, to reflect
and capture the varying natural light throughout the day. Sketch experiments
were conducted to analyse whether the roof could be designed as a series of
terraces with agricultural garden pockets and outdoor exercise zones.
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The circulation cores are the nodes where the direction of every space and level
of the planes change. Designed as unique courtyards that frame fragments of
the exterior landscape, every core node is a clue to the sensory experience of
the space being approached.
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Existing Gravel Cycling/
Pedestrian Track from
Highbrook Drive

Foaling/Rest Area for
Horses

Horse Track with Pods for Natural
Activity and Zones for Human/
Canine Interaction

Sand-Bath for
Dogs And Horses
Eating Spaces
& Kitchen
Ffl.+ 22,000
Splash Pool/Watering-Hole
for Dogs and Horses with
Aqua-Walker Track Along the
Periphery

Deck
Ffl. +15,000

Main
Entrance
Ffl.+ 18,000

Kids’
Pool

Assisted Living Spaces,
Staff Lounge and
Service Bays
Ffl.+ 20,000

Human Residential Spaces
with Canine Nurseries
Ffl.+ 26,000

Reading Spaces with
Hexagonal Aviary; Spill-Out
Deck Spaces Nestled in the
Landscape, Ffl.+ 24,000

New Service Access Leading from
Existing Tar-Road for Access to
Power Plant on Site
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Main Pool

Changing Rooms and
Public Toilets Along the
Front of the Pools

Fig 4.3.1
SITE PLAN
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Main
Entrance
Existing Tree-Lined
Fenced Track

Horse Stables for
Veterinary Care
Administration

Aviary

Reading
Spaces

Bird Children’s
Nursery Room

Assisted
Living
Spaces

Existing Gravel Cycling/
Pedestrian Track from
Highbrook Drive

Main Pool

Splash Pool
for Dogs and
Horses

AquaWalker

Fig 4.3.2
SITE NORTH ELEVATION

Splash Pool
for Dogs and
Horses

Aqua-Walker
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Deck
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Main Pool
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Main Entrance

Fig 4.3.3
SITE LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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Smaller Structure to
Prop Main Roof at Point
of Collapse

RIDGE

Y

LE

RID

Point Of Maximum
Upward Thrust Pinning-Down Force
Required

GE

L
VA

RIDGE

Major Anchor Point for
Structure

Fig 4.3.4
SITE MODEL VIEW-1
SCALE 1:500

Glulam Roof Framing
Forming ‘Rib-Like’ Structure
with Metal Roof Cladding

Fig 4.3.6
POOL ROOF STRUCTURE CONCEPT:

Roof Diagram Represented as Flattened Origami Folds; Preliminary Structural
Analysis Developed Using Physical Models

Natural/Artificial
Light

Exposed Glulam
Structure

Diffused Glow in
Circulation Spaces

Fig 4.3.5
SITE MODEL VIEW-2
SCALE 1:500
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Reflective Surfaces to
Deflect Light Rays
Translucent Polycarbonate
Wall Cladding

Fig 4.3.7
CONCEPTUAL ROOF DETAIL: Assisted Living Spaces
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5. DEVELOPED CONCEPT DESIGN
The Healing Centre unravels as a journey of choices, each choice revealing a
special cognitive experience.
The first choice presents itself as a three-tined fork at the entrance of the healing
centre; when the Highbrook Park is accessed from the pedestrian entrance off
Highbrook Drive, one can choose to walk into the reception on the left, use the
community pools on the right or continue towards the car access at the end of
the track.
Once inside the main entrance spaces of the Centre, well-wishing concerned
visitors, eager to admit a family member/friend, may walk up the ramp directly to
the reception. On the other hand, if one is an apprehensive ‘patient’ who wishes
to explore the centre before committing to this ‘therapy’, they can preview the
centre in the miniature live museum.
The soft materials and playful light-shadow beams create a human scale space
that is non-intimidating, welcoming the person to become a part of a greater
whole. Further exploration gradually reveals views to the outside landscape.
Partly sheltered barbeque and cafeteria areas with people and dogs, free horses
in their natural tracks based on the ‘Paddock Paradise’, families interacting with
animals and visitors relaxing in the Park. The focus is on the solution rather than
the problem, to mitigate fears and inhibitions.
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Fig 5.1
MAIN ENTRANCE: View Looking into the Main Entrance from the Existing
Cycling/Pedestrian Path
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STAFF, ASSISTED LIVING AND SERVICES
As one becomes more comfortable with the concept of inter-species shared
spaces and of a new method of rehabilitation, one could choose to proceed up
the ramp to the reception and through to the staff, services and assisted living
spaces. It is a semi-open gallery, flanked by solid block masses that are broken
up, to frame snippets of other parts of the landscape.
This level comprises of individual North-facing rooms, in close proximity to the
staff lounge, for the elderly or for persons with disabilities who may require
continual assistance. The assisted living areas are comparatively more confined
than the other residential spaces, but have ample visual connection with the
spaces of the healing centre.
The soft textured timber enhances tactioception and the insulated polycarbonate
sheet modulates light creating an invigorating visual environment. Some rooms
are basically back-to-back modules that can be opened up to form one single
space to accommodate family members, friends, pets etc. This level also has a
Children’s Room to cater for children whose parents may be seeking therapy or
rejuvenation time for a couple of hours.
The staff lounge is a concise space as the entire centre has many spaces for
rejuvenation and relaxation, where staff members can mingle with the users of
the healing centre. However, if a staff member needs quiet and relaxation, they
can retire to the staff lounge, strategically placed in a quiet corner of this level,
nestled within the landscape. Staff members have visual access to assisted living
areas to attend to an emergency situation. Semi-private mental recreation ‘pods’
have been created for isolated meditation and rejuvenation.

Fig 5.2
LEVEL 2 VIEW: Entrance View of the Staff Area, Assisted Living and Services
Level

The service rooms with textured concrete walls and no openings other than
a discreet door are located opposite to the assisted living facilities. These
are located along the South to minimise heat gain and to maintain optimal
temperature of service equipment such as electrical panels, batteries, fire panels
etc.
EATING SPACES & KITCHEN
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At the end of the gallery is a semi-outdoor courtyard enveloped in flexible
polypropylene mesh with ramps to access the bird nursery at a lower level.
The kitchen and eating spaces are at a higher level. Although the nursery is
clearly visible, the descending ramp is in timber notably marking the space as
a secondary circulation space. This node also drastically alters the direction of
the journey, changing to an almost perpendicular approach.
The horse track crosses the built spaces at this point and all pedestrian traffic
gives way to them. The Track crosses over to open courtyards, where the horses
can mingle with humans and dogs using these spaces in controlled landscape
pockets.
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The bird nursery is open to all but requires supervision by a trained care volunteer
or aviary professional. It will have an independent medical care and nursing
unit. The flexible mesh is for ventilation and sanitation in the bird nursery. No
glass is used as birds are unable to perceive glass. Birds can get injured if they
accidently escape their nursing crate. Injured birds and hand-raised chicks will
be nursed in slatted suspended timber crates that will be easy to make, install
and insulate. The heights of the crates are manually adjustable with pulleys for
ease of cleaning and administration of medical care.
The main stone ramp leading to the eating spaces demarcates it as the major
space along the journey. The eating spaces are so designed that the dark timber
and warm lighting limits visual cognition while enhancing the aroma of food and
drawing one towards it to explore further. A new service access road, connected
to the existing car access, leads to the outside of the kitchen for stocking. The
kitchen can open up completely to the outside and to the eating spaces for
community events including parties, barbeques etc.

The circulation path through the eating spaces slopes into a ramp leading to the
reading spaces. At the entrance, this linear journey is once again broken up into
two: the first is a linear journey to the end of the level through ceiling-high book
stacks, dividing the floor into snug reading spots.

Fig 5.3
READING SPACES: View from Semi-Outdoor Aviary

The end book cases have attached open, manual pulley platform-lifts that
can be operated to reach books at higher levels or access cosy semi-outdoor
terraces within the roof. These ‘pod-like’ structures allow one to co-inhabit public
spaces and be in close proximity of social interactions without having to directly
participate in them.

Seating Nestled in
Roof Structure

The other ramp at the entrance leads to a lower level, gradually wrapping around
the central aviary of the reading spaces. This is a double skinned structure: the
glass skin seals off the main space for conserving energy while the translucent
polypropylene mesh envelops the aviary, to prevent injuries to the bird inhabitants.
The ramp ends in the toilets from where one can walk up again to connect to the
enclosed high-level reading spaces.
These circuitous ramps have gentle double slopes; they allow one to explore all
spaces while exercising by walking, pushing the wheelchair etc. and to enhance
Equilibrioception (maintaining bodily balance). The winding journey chosen
provides a variety of cognitive experiences. The boundaries of the ‘inside’ and
the ‘outside are blurred and the users can select what type of spaces they want
to inhabit; the gentle slopes give freedom of movement to people and dogs of
all age groups and health conditions. Outdoor spaces have decks where horses
can also interact with people and dogs, if they wish to leave their Track.

Access Platforms for
High Level Book Racks
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READING SPACES

Manual Pulley
Access Lift

Fig 5.4
READING SPACES: Conceptual Section
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RESIDENTIAL SPACES
The ramp from the library is the final leg of the journey culminating in the
residential spaces. This level comprises of individual rooms, arranged in staggered
formations to create semi-outdoor courtyards while framing the landscape.
These individual rooms can open up completely to the protected courtyards, in
vicinity of a small cluster of rooms. However, the rear door is sunken between the
storage spaces to give a sense of privacy. The centre of gravity of the door is at
shoulder level, so that to open it, one has to attain the posture of spreading their
arms and expanding the thoracic cavity of the chest (a common yoga posture
for good health and mental well-being), making exercise and healthy living a part
of one’s daily routine.
One large outdoor courtyard opens up to the semi-covered foaling and relaxation
area of the horse track. Here, horses can look at and interact with the human
and canine inhabitants. The equine veterinary stalls are located at the far end
of the residential spaces, far from the natural Horse track to avoid disturbing the
other horses with odours or sounds of injured horses. Each stall is equipped with
compact medical aid units. The roof is contoured, with manually controllable
apertures to harness sunlight for disinfection and to avoid over-heating.

Fig 5.5
RESIDENTIAL SPACES: Courtyard Overlooking the Foaling Area

The outdoor area floor is lined with dark stone that acts as thermal mass, with
appropriate wind circulation to control temperature. The natural rough texture
of the stone will act as natural nail-files for dogs walking and playing on them.
Humans can walk barefoot on these warm stones that will serve as natural skin
exfoliators.

Visually & Acoustically Insulated
Zones for Dogs that Require
Separation
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The dog nursery is an open-plan space with an outdoor locking system that can
be used to confine dogs in case of an emergency. The interior space is arranged
as a series of levels with gentle ramps; the staggered planes will help dogs
display territorial behaviours and define their personal spaces while co-existing
peacefully. To segregate dogs with injury rehabilitation or violent behaviour,
individual nursery units have been designed with ample confined outdoor spaces
and established visual connection to human and equine activities. The high roof
ensures the appropriate influx of sunlight on a daily basis and the generation of
natural convection air currents to maintain ambient temperatures.

Open-Plan Interactive Canine Nursery with
Staggered Planes to Allow Dogs to Exhibit Their
Natural Territorial Behaviour

Fig 5.6
RESIDENTIAL SPACES: Canine Nursery Conceptual Section
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Door with Centre of Gravity Point at Shoulder
Level; Healthy Body Posture Attainted while
Opening the Sliding Door
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Fig 5.7
RESIDENTIAL SPACES: Individual Rooms for Human Residence

Fig 5.8
HUMAN POSTURE ANALYSIS: For Futher Design Development
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6. CONCLUSION
Depressed humanity and neglected, abused animals are part of the fabric of
every civilised society on earth. Doctors and veterinarians have long diagnosed
and attempted to find reasonable solutions to these intrinsic afflictions. The
symptoms can be diagnosed and treated but the long term effects of these
conditions persist.
This research-design project recognises that although these afflictions are
of ‘mind’ for both humans and animals, the healing must commence with the
physical environment that the ‘body’ inhabits. It visualises a long-term solution
by co-opting symbiotic habitation. This results in a two-way supportive tendering
of care and affection thus, helping each other to heal.
The project is a healing centre designed for co-inhabitancy of humans, dogs,
horses and birds. Exercise, sensory stimulation, usability and adaptation to the
varied anthropometric requirements of the inhabitants are the key design drivers.
For humans, such a centre can help alleviate stress at an early stage and prevent
permanent problems. For animals as well, physical and emotional problems can
be addressed in synergy with human residents.
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The medical and scientific foundation of this project establishes that this animalhuman interaction will definitely be mutually beneficial for all participating
species. However, whether it will help to the level it is estimated or expected, is
something that will be revealed through statistical analysis and medical reports
over a period of time. The final outcome is not accurately known but the solution
is based on workable parameters. Therefore, to achieve the desired results
there will be a constant need to assess, recalibrate and tweak. The probability
of success can be assessed to be very high. The project per se is a bold and
innovative approach that could just be a viable solution.
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EXTERIOR VIEW: Dining Space Looking Towards Tamaki Strait
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Toilets &
Showers

Semi-enclosed Bird Nursery with Individual
Suspended Timber Nursing Crates

Staff Lounge
with Terrace
Above
N

Toilets &
Showers
Horse Track Crossover Junction

CHILDREN’S ROOM, BIRD NURSERY & DINING PART-PLAN
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Library and Semi-enclosed
Rehabilitation Aviary with Trapezoidal
Glulam Portal Frame Structure
Horse Track Spill-out Court and
Human/Dog Outdoor Exercise Area

Reading Alcoves
Overlooking Aviary

All Pathways & Tracks are Lined with Piezoelectric
Tiles for Energy Generation due to Movement, Tiles
Connected to Storage Batteries in Service Bay

Rehabilitation Aviary Designed as the Final Healing/
Recovery Zone for Injured Birds Before Release into
the Wild. Mesh Enclosure is made of Isolated Thread
Grids that Birds can Break Free from if Naturally Ready
for Release and is Easy to Repair.

0
Horse Track Spill-out
Court and Human/Dog
Outdoor Exercise Area
Covered Rest Area for Horses,
Introduction Zone for New Horses
for Natural Entry to Horse Track
with Existing Horse Residents;
Desgined to Accomodate their
Natural Temperaments

5m

15m

LIBRARY SECTION
Toilets with Terraced
Reading Space Above

Library with
Trapezoidal Glulam
Portal Frame Structure
RL +28,250
Reading Spaces
RL +25,500

Rehabilitation
Aviary
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Dining

High-level Reading Terrace
with Toilets Below

Natural Horse Track
N
Connecting Ramp through
Landscaped Court

Loading Bay for
Service Access

LIBRARY PART-PLAN
Dining
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INTERIOR VIEW: Library Looking Towards the Rehabilitation Aviary
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Rectangular Glulam Portal Frame Structure to
Frame Walkway to Human Residential Units

All Pathways are Lined with Piezoelectric Tiles
for Energy Generation due to Movement, Tiles
Connected to Storage Batteries in Service Bay

Full-height Slit Windows to
Accomodate Natural Dog
Gazing Bahaviour

Different Levels of Sleeping Platforms Connected with
Ramps Allow Dog Residents to Establish and Exhibit
Natural Territorial and Pack Heirarchy Behaviour

0

Dog Bath Stalls with
Storage and Nestled
Sleeping Platforms Above
for Nursing Dogs

Semi-protected Equine
Rest/Foaling Area
Overlooking Common
Interaction Courtyard

Fenced Outdoor
Courtyard for Dog Waste,
Connected to Biogas Plant

Dog Bath Stalls with
Storage and Nestled
Sleeping Platforms
Above for Nursing Dogs

5m

15m

RESIDENTIAL SPACES SECTION

Equine Veterinary Units
with Self-contained
Medical Units

Residential
Units
Open Dog Nursery
RL +27,000

RL +27,000

Horse Track Spill-out
Court and Human/Dog
Outdoor Exercise Area

Acoustically Isolated
Kennels for Dogs
Overlooking Human
Interaction Spaces

Rectangular Glulam Portal Frame
Structure to Frame Walkway to
Human Residential Units
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Ramped Open Sleeping
Platforms for Dogs with
Storage Below

N
Residential Units are
Arranged in Clusters to
Create Interaction Spaces

RESIDENTIAL SPACES PART-PLAN
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EXTERIOR VIEW: Community Spaces in the Entrance and Pool Area
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